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• Incorporate fire management decision support 

tools and processes into large fire decision 

making and management. 

• Utilize post-fire reviews and 

evaluations to improve applications. 

Improve fire management 

decision support tools 

and processes. 

• Monitor decision support information and 

application during fire season. 

• Strengthen local and regional 

decision support capabilities. 

Improve agency capability to manage large fire expenditures.  

Improve science basis 

for large fire decision 

making. 
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APPLICATION 

• Intensify production 

and use of decision 

support products. 

• Deliver risk-based 

decision making 

training. 

• Establish a focal point 

that allows integration 

of research and field 

concerns into 

development. 

• Advance fire modeling 

tools and capability.  

• Improve economic 

analyses of fire 

management decisions 

and actions. 

• Improve fire 

management 

performance measures. 

DEVELOPMENT 
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USFS Budget, Fire Management Cost 
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Wildfire Paradox 

• More we suppress wildfires under those 
conditions where suppression is successful the 
more difficult it becomes to suppress future 
wildfires under difficult weather conditions. 

• The result is increasing wildfire area burned, 
intensity, management cost, and associated loss 
(ecological, developed resources, human life). 

• “Firefighting Trap” – shortsighted problem solving 
while failing to address the underlying causes 
(Collins et al. 2013). 



Role of Economics in Wildfire 
Management  

• Quantifying economic effects to highly valued 
resources within a risk framework 

• Economic effectiveness of fire management 
investments 

• Incentives and decision making environment 



Wildfire Risk Defined 

• Finney (2005) outlined E(NVC) as appropriate 
framework for defining risk from wildland fire. 

 

 

 

 

• Manuscript preceded several new applications that 
improved our ability to estimate p(Fi) across landscapes. 

• These advances provided the foundation of many of the 
fire risk applications emerging from research. 

 

 

Probability  X Consequence 



Risk Assessment 

• Spatial interaction between fire likelihood and 
highly valued resources (HVR) is critical. 

• Several challenges to evaluating the effects of 
wildfire on the suite of developed and natural 
resource values using a monetary framework. 
– Many affected resources do not have prices. 

– Spatial and temporal factors have a strong 
influence on physical impacts.  

– Limited benefit transfer opportunities.   



RAVAR RAVAR Map Map   --  Integrates FSPro with Critical Infrastructure Values at RiskIntegrates FSPro with Critical Infrastructure Values at Risk  



Values at RiskValues at Risk  



Estimating WUI exposure to future 
wildfires 

• Previous national scale WUI maps based on 
intersection of homes and vegetation – no 
indication of fire potential 

• Expanded WFDSS methodology by linking 
potential future fire likelihood with residential 
population at 270m resolution 

 



National Burn Probability from FSIM 







WUI FIRE RISK COUNTY 

Low  

Population 

Density 

Medium Population 

Density 

High Population 

Density 

Low BP 

Cleveland, OK 

24% 39% 11% 
Los Angeles, CA 

5% 2% 5% 

Medium BP 

Cleveland, OK 

0.3% 1% 0.3% 
Los Angeles, CA 

3% 2% 5% 

High BP 

Cleveland, OK 

0% 0% 0% 
Los Angeles, CA 

6% 3% 4% 

NO RISK 

Cleveland, OK 

24% 
Los Angeles, CA 

65% 



Integrated Risk Assessment 



Burn Probability 



Defining Response Functions 
(Resource Specialists) 

Description: 
Strong benefit at low fire 
intensity decreasing to a 
strong loss at very high fire 
intensity. 
 

Description: 
Loss increases from slight 
loss at low intensity to 
strong loss at very high 
intensity. 

Description: 
Moderate to strong loss as 
fire intensity increases. 



HVRA Relative Importance (RI) 
(Forest Leadership) 





Adaptive Risk Management  
National Level Funding to Project Implementation 



Wildfire Mitigation 

• Wildfire management focuses on mitigating 
risk before, during and after wildfire events. 

• Defining what risk factor a specific program or 
activity addresses is critical in appropriately 
framing the economic efficiency of risk 
reduction activities. 

• Mitigation efforts need to alter fire outcomes 
under the reference conditions – the wildfire 
conditions where loss occurs. 

 



Fire Adapted Communities 



Fuel Treatment to reduce WUI Risk 

• Strong political emphasis on fuels investments 
within the WUI. 

• Unlikely that treatments in the Western US will 
be sufficiently funded to achieve significant 
reduction in large fire spread over broad 
landscapes. 

• Treatments near WUI create many challenges – 
increased cost, smoke and aesthetic concerns, 
risk or Rx fire escape 

• HIZ – is where WUI loss is defined yet is privately 
owned. 



•    





Risk sharing in the WUI 

• Fire adapted communities is a primary goal of the 
Cohesive Strategy. 

• Risk sharing is being recognized among partners 
as central to achieving this goal. 

• Define the problem - who has control and 
responsibility for the risk component to be 
mitigated and what is the relative cost 
effectiveness of action? 

• Risk transfer can significantly reduce mitigation 
opportunities. 







Community Engagement in Wildfire 
Risk Mitigation  

• Improved understanding of community 
engagement and drivers of homeowner 
mitigation activities. 

• However, the sufficiency of homeowner 
mitigation has not been well studied. 

• Mitigation may not be economically efficient 
response in many cases.  

• Is the focus on at risk communities in public 
land management investments appropriate?  



The Value of Wildfire 

• Beneficial impacts of fire have been difficult to 
quantify  
– Ecological benefit 

– And/or fuel treatment benefit  

– Challenging to consider spatial and temporal 
interactions given an uncertain future 

• Scale of wildfires relative to most fuel 
prescriptions can greatly facilitate successful 
large fire management  



Effect of past wildfires 

2012 Whitewater-Baldy 
298,000 acres 
$23,000,000 



2011 Wallow Fire:   
538,000 acres  
$109,000,000 
  





Managerial Risk Tolerance 

“Because adherence to standard operating 
procedures is hard to second guess, decision 
makers who expect to have their decisions 
scrutinized with hindsight are driven to 
bureaucratic solutions – and to extreme 
reluctance to take risk”  

 

Thinking Fast and Slow (Kahneman, 2011) 



Management Incentives  

• Much of the variation in wildfire cost cannot be 
explained by characteristics of the physical fire 
environment. 

• Zero opportunity cost associated with increased 
suppression expenditure. 

• Partners concerns are foremost in framing line 
officer’s wildfire risk problem –FS has done a 
poor job at articulating public land values. 

• Response versus prevention - analogies to US 
health care.  

 



Decision Biases  

• Status Quo Bias – reluctance to beneficial fire 
use and aversion to new strategies  

• Inter-temporal discounting – future impacts 
are largely ignored  

• Risk aversion – over investment in suppression 
to avoid loss  

• Framing – e.g. changing how firefighters risk is 
portrayed changes selected strategy 



How can economists help extract 
ourselves from the wildfire paradox? 

 
• How do we quantify consequences of alternative fire 

management programs to ecosystem services? 
– Baseline is not 0 fire.  

• What are the long term costs and benefits of 
alternative mitigation strategies?  Who pays, who 
gains?  

• What are the consequences of current and alternative 
incentive systems for fire managers? 

• Can behavioral economics be used to encourage better 
fire management?  Better zoning policy and private 
property mitigation?   



What is Truly at Risk 

• USFS ability to address the public land mission is 
being compromised by fire management costs. 

• Political solutions may address budgetary impacts 
but will not extract us from the wildfire paradox. 

• Climate change could significantly complicate 
future fire management given changing 
ecological communities, altered fire regimes, and 
stressed ecosystems. 

• Extracting ourselves from the wildfire paradox is 
essential to the health of our public lands. 


